Electrical potential in a cylindrical double layer: a functional theory approach.
Employing an iterative method in functional theory, the electrical potential distribution for the case of a cylindrical surface is solved. Although the analytical result derived is of an iterative nature, the second-order solution is found to be sufficiently accurate under conditions of practical significance. For the case of constant surface potential, the radius and the surface potential of a cylindrical surface can be estimated based on the extreme of the electrical potential distribution. The effects of the key parameters, including the number and the valence of the ions on a surface, the length of a particle, the relative permittivity of the liquid phase, the temperature, and the concentration of electrolyte on the surface potential, are examined. The general behavior of these effects is similar to that for a spherical surface, except that the surface potential of a cylindrical surface is independent of the electrolyte concentration. The present approach is also applicable to the case where a cylindrical surface remains at a constant charge density.